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Abstract
A common approach to tackle 3D object recognition tasks is to project 3D data to
multiple 2D images. Projection only captures the outline of the object, and discards
the internal information that may be crucial for the recognition. In this paper, we
stay in 3D and concentrate on tapping the potential of 3D representations. We present
NormalNet, a voxel-based convolutional neural network (CNN) designed for 3D ob-
ject recognition. The network uses normal vectors of the object surfaces as input,
which demonstrate stronger discrimination capability than binary voxels. We propose a
reflection-convolution-concatenation (RCC) module to realize the conv layers, which
extracts distinguishable features for 3D vision tasks while reducing the number of pa-
rameters significantly. We further improve the performance of NormalNet by combining
two networks, which take normal vectors and voxels as input respectively. We carry out
a series of experiments that validate the design of the network and achieve competitive
performance in 3D object classification and retrieval tasks.
Keywords: 3D object classification, 3D object retrieval, convolutional neural network,
network fusion
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As we live in a 3D world, recognition and analysis of 3D geometric models is
an inevitable problem for computer vision research. With the emergence of large 3D
repositories in the last several years [1, 2, 3, 4], an extensive research on the classification,
retrieval, and semantic labeling of 3D objects is becoming possible, and these areas have5
drawn great attention from researchers. Meanwhile, deep convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) are introduced to 3D pattern recognition, and they are replicating the impressive
success that they have achieved in the 2D field. Most of the recent systems which
achieve state-of-the-art performance in 3D object classification on the ModelNet40 [4]
benchmark are based on CNNs [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].10
In this paper, we specifically focus on the classification and retrieval tasks of 3D
objects obtained from CAD models and point clouds. A common approach to tackle
these problems is to project 3D data to multiple 2D images, and a series of multiview-
based 2D CNN architectures have been proposed [7, 8, 10, 11]. Benefiting from the
exhaustive 2D image classification research and the massive image databases that can15
be used to pre-train 2D CNNs (e.g. ImageNet [12]), these methods have outperformed
their counterpart 3D voxel-based methods [4, 13]. However, from the viewpoint of 3D
data processing, projecting to 2D is a way of avoiding the issue instead of solving it.
Projection only captures the outline of the object, and discards the internal information
that may be important for the recognition of some specific categories. Figure 1 gives an20
example. The middle of the figure shows a glassbox model. From outside, it is a simple
cube, but in fact it has a complex internal structure. As the 3D data includes all original
information, in this work, we concentrate on tapping the potential of 3D representations.
One obstacle to operate directly on 3D data is the computational and memory costs
generated by the additional dimension. For example, images of 256× 256 pixels are25
quite common for 2D image classification, while training a deep network on a 3D
dataset with resolution 2563 is computationally prohibitive. However, researchers have
pointed out that the primary reason for the performance gap between 2D and 3D CNNs
is the architecture of the network, not the input resolution [8]. In OctNet [14], the













Figure 1: Examples of CAD models from ModelNet40 and the corresponding (outward) normal vectors.
From left to right: bottle, glassbox, and guitar. The models are voxelized with resolution 303, and the normal
vectors of the surface voxels are calculated. The shown glassbox and guitar models have 10,942 and 119
surface voxels respectively, maximal and minimal in ModelNet40.
and 1283, and even decreases with resolution 2563. A 643 occupancy grid has the same
size as a 512× 512 image, which is totally affordable for current computers and GPUs.
On the other hand, the amount of information in 3D data is not necessarily larger than
2D data. A 3D shape is defined on its surface, and in a 3D occupancy grid each voxel is
binary, whereas a 2D pixel has 256 gray levels. In this sense, a 3D classifier should be35
simpler than a 2D one.
In this paper we propose NormalNet, a voxel-based CNN with normal vectors as
input. Intuitively, the performance of normal vector input should not be worse than
voxel input, as the former contains more information (position and orientation of the
model surface). In Section 4.1 we demonstrate that under the same network architecture,40
the normal vector input outperforms the voxel input consistently.
Furthermore, we improve the performance of NormalNet from three aspects: net-
work architecture, data augmentation, and network fusion. We propose a reflection-
convolution-concatenation (RCC) module to realize the conv layers in NormalNet,













rotation as a data augmentation method to increase training samples and reduce over-
fitting. We combine two networks, which take normal vectors and voxels as input
respectively, and train them synchronously using the network fusion technique.
The key technical contributions of this paper are as follows: we propose to use
normal vectors as input to a 3D CNN classifier, which outperform the voxel input.50
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that normal vectors are exploited
in conjunction with volumetric CNN. We design an RCC module for the conv layer,
which achieves higher classification accuracy than an ordinary conv layer with fewer
parameters. We study the methods to combine multiple inputs, and further improve the
performance in object classification and retrieval tasks.55
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review current deep
networks on 3D model. The proposed NormalNet is introduced in Section 3 including
the network architecture, data augmentation method, and network fusion technique.
Extensive experiments and results are given in Section 4. In Section 5, we summarize
our conclusion.60
2. Related work
A number of shape descriptors have been designed for 3D model analysis [15, 16,
17]. A comprehensive performance evaluation of 3D descriptors can be found in [18]
where ten popular descriptors are compared in terms of descriptiveness, compactness,
and robustness. Many of these descriptors are handcrafted towards specific tasks, and do65
not generalize well for shapes across a variety of classes with large variations. With the
advancement in the field of deep learning, CNNs have been widely and successfully used
on 2D and 3D data by the computer vision community. After trained on large dataset,
CNNs can learn general purpose features that outperform handcrafted descriptors, and
have achieved state-of-the-art results for various vision tasks.70
Volumetric CNNs 3D CNNs have been used in video analysis [19, 20], where time
acts as the third dimension. The pioneer work in [4] made efforts to build deep learning
models on 3D shapes directly. The authors trained a convolutional deep belief network













prediction. They also released the large-scale CAD dataset ModelNet which boosts the75
research on 3D deep learning. A similar approach is VoxNet [13] which uses typical
CNN architecture consisting of conv and fc layers. Following these works, Sedaghat
et al. [21] studied the role of object orientation in 3D recognition. They trained a
multi-task network which was forced to predict the pose of the object in addition to the
class label. Volumetric CNNs are also part of the work in [8] where two distinct network80
architectures were proposed, i.e. CNN with auxiliary training by subvolume supervision
and CNN with anisotropic probing kernels. These architectures work on volumetric
occupancy grid, and can process different sources of 3D data, including CAD models,
RGB-D point cloud, and LiDAR point cloud [22].
Further developments in volumetric CNNs include the applications of generative85
models [23], denoising auto-encoders [24], very deep discriminative architectures, and
lightweight architecture. Brock et al. [5] trained networks with up to 45 layers and
improved the ModelNet classification task by large margins. Zhi et al. [25] proposed
LightNet to address the real-time 3D object recognition problem, which predicts class
and orientation simultaneously and achieves the state-of-the-art 3D object recognition90
performance among shallow volumetric CNNs with the smallest number of training
parameters.
Multiview CNNs The spatial resolution of volumetric CNNs is limited due to their
computational and memory costs, and some works turn to relying on 2D CNNs fully
or partly. In multi-view CNN (MVCNN) [8] 12 or 80 2D rendered images of a single95
object are aggregated by a view-pooling layer, and then passed to a CNN pre-trained
on ImageNet to generate a compact shape descriptor. Johns et al. [7] applied CNN to
generic multi-view recognition by decomposing an image sequence into a set of image
pairs, classifying each pair, and weighting its contribution. Shi et al. [26] converted each
3D shape into panoramic views via a cylinder projection around its principle axis, then a100
CNN is used to learn the representations from these views. Sfikas et al. [9] also used the
panoramic views consisting of 3-channel images, i.e., the spatial distribution map, the
normals deviation map, and the magnitude of the normals deviation map gradient image.
RotationNet [11] takes multi-view images of an object as input and jointly estimates













performance and this approach is adopted in FusionNet [6], which combines volumetric
CNN and multiview CNN.
Point cloud CNNs Point cloud is becoming popular for representing 3D objects. It
is an attractive approach to feed point clouds to deep networks directly since it does
not need any transformation to the input data (i.e., voxelization or projection) and110
avoids loss of information. The difficulty is that point cloud is spatial irregular and
permutation invariant, essentially different from rasterized data (pixel or voxel). Some
networks have been proposed recently to challenge this difficulty. Kd-network [27] uses
kd-tree to represent point clouds. The network mimics the operations in CNNs with
modifications to adapt to the input data structure. PointNet [28] directly takes point115
clouds as input, represented by three coordinates, and outputs class or part labels. A max
pooling layer is applied before output to realize permutation invariance. PointNet++ [29]
is later proposed by the same author which applies PointNet hierarchically for better
capturing of local structures. Another two networks that consuming point coordinates
are PointCNN [30] and SO-Net [31]. The former uses the so-called X -Conv layers to120
extract features from input points. The latter models the spatial distribution of point
cloud by building a self-organizing map (SOM), then performs hierarchical feature
extraction on SOM nodes.
Although the idea of using coordinates as input is straightforward, the performance
of current point cloud CNNs is still worse than multiview CNNs on 3D object recognition125
tasks.
3. Proposed method: NormalNet
NormalNet uses the unit normal vector as input, calculated for all surface voxels. In
the process of voxelization, each patch of the CAD model is split iteratively until all
vertices fall into the same voxel, then the value of the voxel is set to 1. A little extra130
operation can generate the normal vector at the voxel position by calculating the cross
product of the two edges of the subpatch. For point cloud, the eigenvector corresponding
to the minimum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix can be approximated as the normal






















Figure 2: In an RCC module, the input combined with two of its reflection images are fed into the conv layer.
Considering that the input may have different sizes across dimensions, a second time of reflection is necessary
before concatenating the conv results.
corresponding normal vectors.135
Compared with how to generate the normal vector, more attention should be paid to
how to store it. If we use float type to store each coordinate component, a normal
vector will take 12 bytes for storage, which is a huge burden on the memory. In practice
we use one byte (signed char type) to store each coordinate, i.e., −128 represents
−1 and +127 represents 0.9922, and the precision is 1/128 ≈ 0.0078. We find this140
precision is accurate enough for network training and inference.
After defining the input of NormalNet, we improve its performance from three
aspects, which will be described in detail below. The feature generation method for
object retrieval will also be presented.
3.1. Network architecture145
NormalNet is a CNN consisting of conv and fc layers. We propose a new structure
to realize the conv layer: the RCC module. In an RCC, the input of the conv layer
combined with two of its reflection images are fed into the conv layer, and the conv
results are concatenated along the channel dimension as the output of the layer (shown
in Figure 2). The consideration behind this idea is that if you can recognize an object,150





















































Figure 3: Practical RCC module reflects the conv kernel instead of the input. In most applications, the conv
kernel has the same size in different dimensions, thus the conv results can be concatenated along the channel













conv2(5, 1,    ,    )
3
conv3(3, 1,    ,    ) dropout
Figure 4: NormalNet architecture, including three conv layers and one fc layer. The conv layer is defined by
its kernel size, stride, number of input channels, and number of output channels. Both vanilla conv layer (with













conv layers should also have this capability. Thus, we send both the input and its
reflections to the conv kernel, and force the conv kernel to extract features from multiple
directions. This arrangement compels the conv kernel to be isotropic and to extract
more distinguishable features for 3D vision tasks.155
It is well known that parameter sharing is an important feature of CNN. The RCC
module extends the idea of parameter sharing. The parameters are shared not only
between different receptive fields, but also between the input and its reflections. This
extension significantly reduces the number of parameters in the conv layers. In the
case of the same number of output channels, the number of conv kernels is reduced to160
one-third.
A commonly used data augmentation technique in 3D CNN is data rotation (also
used in this work) and randomly mirroring. The idea looks similar to RCC, but in fact
there is essential difference. Data augmentation is applied to the input data, which are
fed into the first conv layer only. Oppositely, RCC can be used in all conv layers. It165
reflects the output of the previous layer, and feeds the reflections and the original output
into the next one.
When using the RCC module, there is a problem that needs to be considered: the
size of the input. If the input has different sizes across dimensions, a second time of
reflection has to be applied before concatenation. In practice we reflect the conv kernel170
instead of the input (shown in Figure 3), and the results are exactly the same. In most
applications, the kernel size and the stride are the same in different dimensions, and the
conv results can be concatenated directly.
We define two types of RCC, denoted by RCC-I and RCC-II respectively. RCC-I
includes only one conv layer, while RCC-II includes an additional conv layer with a175
kernel size of 1×1×1. Convolution with kernel size 1 is common in 2D CNNs (e.g., in
Inception Net [32]), which increases the feature transformation and nonlinearity with
little cost. We apply this idea to RCC. Batch normalization [33] is used after each conv
layer.
Let m, ni, and no be the kernel size, number of input channels, and number of180













RCC-II are m3nino + no, 13m
3nino + no, and 13m
3nino + n
2
o + 2no respectively.
1
The architecture of NormalNet is shown in Figure 4. The 3D object is voxelized
with resolution 303, and the three coordinate components of the normal vectors serve as
the three input channels. The numbers of convolution output channels n1, n2, n3 and the185
number of hidden units in fc layer n4 are alterable, and we test different combinations
in the experiments. Classification losses are computed using softmax and cross entropy.
3.2. Data augmentation
The appearance of the voxelized models depends on the orientation, and we augment
the training data with multiple rotations. Two forms of rotation augmentation are190
compared [10]. The first form includes 12 rotations. Assuming that all models in the
dataset are upright oriented along the z-axis (ModelNet40 satisfies this requirement),
we create 12 copies for each model, each rotated at 30◦ intervals around the z-axis. The
second form includes 20 rotations, and the viewpoints are set at the 20 vertices of an
icosahedron enclosing the model. At training time, the rotations of the same model are195
deemed to be different training samples. While during the test stage, all rotations of the
same test sample are fed into the network in one batch, and the activations of the output
layer are averaged.
3.3. Combination of multiple inputs
The fusion of multiple networks can achieve a better classification performance200
than separate ones. In [8] the best result is obtained by training an SVM over the
concatenation of fc7 features from three networks. FusionNet [6] combines volumetric
CNN and multiview CNN after the final fc layer. A linear combination of the fc outputs
is used as the classification basis. In general, the fusion strategy in the present literature
is relatively simple, i.e., combining the outputs of fc layers (concatenation or weighted205
average) as class scores, and the class corresponding to the highest score is declared to
be the predicted class.













In this work, we combine normal vector input and voxel input for 3D object classifi-
cation and retrieval using the network fusion technique. In the context of deep learning,
network fusion can be realized with either hard or soft parameter sharing of hidden210
layers [34]. The former shares the hidden layers between all tasks while keeping several
task-specific output layers, which greatly reduces the risk of overfitting. In the latter
case, each task has its own model with its own parameters, while the distance between
the parameters is regularized to encourage the parameters to be similar [35].
We use two networks denoted by N-net and V-net, which take normal vectors and215
voxels as input respectively. The structure of the two networks is almost identical except
for the number of input channels. Two network fusion strategies are investigated (shown
in Figure 5). The first one is hard parameter sharing, which can cover one or more layers
among the conv and fc layers. The second one is cross-stitch networks (CSNs) [36], in
which the input of each layer is the linear combination of the activations of the previous220
layers from multiple networks. The combination may be layer-wise or channel-wise,
and the coefficients are trainable.
The improvement of the performance can be expected only when each network
provides distinct information about the object. In our realization, the inputs of the two
networks are from the same object, but they can be different rotations. Furthermore,225
we use anisotropic rescaling [27] as a data augmentation method for voxel input. This
method is not suitable for normal vector input, since it changes the direction of the
normal vector. The softmax outputs of the two networks are averaged and the index of
the largest value indicates the class of the object. We also tried averaging the outputs of
fc layers before softmax and we found the change of the performance is insignificant.230
3.4. Feature generation for object retrieval
The features extracted by deep learning can be used for object retrieval as well.
In this work, the activations of the fc layer of NormalNet for each input 3D model
is deemed as the descriptor of that object. To perform the retrieval task, a 3D model



































Figure 5: Two network fusion strategies. Top: hard parameter sharing. The sharing can cover one or more
layers from conv2, conv3, and fc4. Bottom: cross-stitch networks.
Dimensionality reduction of the descriptor can yield a significant retrieval perfor-
mance boost [8, 10]. Let φ ∈ Rd be the original descriptor, and we learn a projection
matrix W ∈ Rp×d with p  d to generate a compact descriptor Wφ ∈ Rp. The
purpose of the projection is twofold: it improves the discrimination capability of the
descriptors and dramatically reduces the dimensionality. We use the ratio between the
intra-class distance and inter-class distance to evaluate the discriminative improvement
of the projection. Suppose the dataset includes C classes, and class c has Nc samples.





i be the center
of class c. The optimal projection matrix should minimize the ratio:












We use the large-margin dimensionality reduction method in [37] to solveW ∗ iteratively.
The method learns the projection matrix such that the squared Euclidean distance
‖Wφi −Wφj‖22 is smaller than a learnt threshold b ∈ R if samples i and j are in the
same class, and larger otherwise. Furthermore, the method imposes a margin of at least
one between the distance and the threshold, resulting in the constraints:
yij(b− ‖Wφi −Wφj‖22) > 1, (2)
where yij = 1 iff i and j are in the same class, and yij = −1 otherwise. The solution is


















Wt if (2) is satisfied






bt if (2) is satisfied
bt + γyijbt otherwise
(4)
where Ψij = (φi − φj )(φi − φj )T is the outer product of the difference vectors, and γ
is a constant learning rate.
4. Experiments and analysis
We now demonstrate the results of application of NormalNet to 3D object classifica-240
tion and retrieval. Our implementation of NormalNet uses the TensorFlow framework.
4.1. CAD shape classification
Dataset and training settings We use the popular ModelNet40 dataset for the 3D
shape classification task. The dataset contains 40 object classes and consists of 9,843
shapes for training and 2,468 shapes for testing. Each shape is provided as a CAD245
model oriented in a canonical pose.
All normal vectors are precomputed and stored. When storing the normal vectors,
the whole voxel grid is stored as well with one bit for each voxel. The 1-voxels are used
as the indices of the normal vectors. If each model is voxelized with resolution 303 and
has 20 rotations, the maximum and minimum numbers of surface voxels are 10,942 and250
119 respectively, and the average number is 1,795 (averaged over all 12,311 samples in
the dataset and 20 rotations). The storage of all normal vectors needs 1.23 GB.
The network is trained end-to-end by the gradient descent optimizer. Conv kernels
are initialized from a zero-mean truncated normal distribution with σ = 0.1. The loss
function includes 0.001 times the `2 weight norm for regularization. The learning rate255
starts from 0.01 and is decreased by a factor of 2.5 each 15,000 epochs. Batch size is 64













Table 1: Classification accuracy on ModelNet40 (binary voxel input vs. normal vector input). The accuracy is
averaged over sample and class respectively. The normal vector input outperforms the voxel input consistently.
voxel normal vector
network
sample class sample class
VoxNet [13] 84.2% 82.3% 84.9% 83.1%
ours-vanilla 86.7% 84.1% 87.8% 85.8%
ours-RCC-II 88.7% 86.0% 90.1% 88.0%
Voxel input vs. normal vector input We compare the performance of voxel input
and normal vector input under the same network architecture in Table 1. The classifica-
tion accuracy is averaged over sample and class respectively. The latter is lower because260
generally classes with fewer samples have lower classification accuracy. Three types of
network architecture are investigated. We implement and train VoxNet following [13],
and change it slightly to suit the normal vector input. As VoxNet uses 12-rotation
input, we use the same input for the other two networks to enable the comparison
between them. As can be seen, the normal vector input outperforms the voxel input265
consistently. Comparing the three networks, we find that the more sophisticated the
network architecture is, the larger the performance difference between voxel input and
normal vector input will be. It shows that sophisticated network has a strong capability
to exploit the extra information provided by normal vectors.
We further study the per-class gain in classification accuracy when using RCC-II,270
and the results are shown in Figure 6. About half of the classes have positive gains
when changing the input from voxels to normal vectors, and classes with fewer training
samples tend to have larger gain. The two classes bowl and wardrobe get a 20% increase
in classification accuracy, while they have the fewest and the third fewest training
samples. When using the voxel input they are apt to be misclassified as flowerpot275
and dresser respectively. The normal vector input makes these categories with similar
appearance more distinguishable.






































































Figure 6: Change of classification accuracy between normal vector input and voxel input per class (blue bars).
The classes are sorted by the number of training samples (black line). Classes with accuracy change ≥ 5%
are labeled.
rations with the normal vector input, and the results are summarized in Table 2.
For the numbers of channels n1 to n4, we investigate two combinations: N1 =280
(48, 96, 192, 256) and N2 = (96, 192, 384, 512). A steady improvement in the classifi-
cation accuracy can be seen from N1 to N2, especially for RCC conv layers. It shows
that an increase in the numbers of channels improves the performance. However, the use
of more channels than N2 does not yield a significant effect. Combination N2 achieves
an accuracy of about 97% on the training set, which implies the network fully exploits285
the information in the training data, and more channels seem to just cause overfitting.
Three types of conv layer structure are compared, and the RCC module shows a
clear superiority. The numbers of trainable parameters in RCC-I and RCC-II are 51%
and 54% of that of the vanilla conv layer respectively. RCC-II realizes one more conv
layer than the other two structures with a small price, and gets a significant boost in290
performance.
The 20-rotation input does not show an advantage over the 12-rotation input with
vanilla and RCC-I conv layers, but produces some improvement with RCC-II. Once
again, we find the need to handle complex data with complex network.
Network fusion We use the RCC-II module to realize the conv layers in both N-295
net and V-net. The two networks are pre-trained separately, which can reduce the
training time of the fused networks by about 50%. Hard parameter sharing can cover
one or more layers from conv2, conv3, and fc4, and we test all combinations except
share(2,4) (i.e. sharing conv2 and fc4) under the assumption that the shared layers













Table 2: Classification accuracy on ModelNet40 under various network configurations.
conv #trainable accuracy
layer




vanilla (48,96,192,256) 1,508,856 12 86.9% 84.5%
vanilla (96,192,384,512) 5,951,432 12 87.8% 85.8%
vanilla (96,192,384,512) 5,951,432 20 87.7% 85.1%
RCC-I (48,96,192,256) 772,344 12 87.5% 85.5%
RCC-I (96,192,384,512) 3,046,856 12 89.0% 86.6%
RCC-I (96,192,384,512) 3,046,856 20 88.9% 86.5%
RCC-II (48,96,192,256) 821,064 12 88.6% 86.5%
RCC-II (96,192,384,512) 3,241,064 12 90.1% 88.0%
RCC-II (96,192,384,512) 3,241,064 20 90.6% 88.2%
benchmark. For the evaluation of CSNs, we test both layer-wise and channel-wise cases.
The combination coefficients αS and αD (see [36] for the definition) are initialized to
0.9 and 0.1 respectively.
The results of different network fusion strategies and different inputs are summarized
in Table 3. For hard parameter sharing, we have share(3)<share(3,4)<share(4)<no305
sharing in terms of the classification accuracy. This is true for both inputs. If the
shared layers include conv2, the accuracy is even lower than that of share(3), and is
not shown in the table. Since sharing any layer generates worse results than no sharing,
we conclude that hard parameter sharing has no help for this task. On the other hand,
CSNs improve the classification accuracy noticeably. It is somewhat confusing that310
layer-wise CSNs perform slightly better than the channel-wise case. Theoretically, this
should not happen since the former is only a special case of the latter. It seems that
channel-wise CSNs have too many combination coefficients and tend to fall into a local
optimal solution.
We finally obtain the best classification accuracy in this work, which is generated by315













Table 3: Classification accuracy on ModelNet40 with the combination of normal vector input and voxel input.
Hard parameter sharing performs worse than no sharing, while CSNs do have the effect of improving the
classification accuracy.
12 rotations 20 rotations
method
sample class sample class
share(3) 89.6% 87.5% 89.8% 87.4%
share(3,4) 90.0% 87.9% 89.9% 87.6%
share(4) 90.2% 88.4% 90.3% 88.0%
no sharing 90.7% 88.3% 91.3% 88.6%
CSNs(channel) 91.0% 88.5% 91.7% 88.8%
CSNs(layer) 91.0% 88.8% 91.9% 88.8%
sample accuracy increases by 1.3%, whereas the class accuracy increases by only 0.6%,
which suggests that the improvement mainly comes from classes with more samples.
Performance comparison We compare our method with state-of-the-art methods
in Table 4. Overall, the performance of volumetric CNNs is worse than multiview320
CNNs and point cloud networks, except VRN-ensemble [5] which is a combination
of 6 models. The proposed NormalNet performs inferior to VRN-ensemble, while
comparable to other volumetric CNNs. To the network size, NormalNet has less than
6.5M parameters (about 3.2M for N-net and V-net each, and 16 for cross-stitching), and
has 6 conv layers (2 for each RCC-II module) and an fc layer. The training of CSNs325
takes about 9 hours on Titan X, and roughly the same amount of time is needed to
pre-train each net. The classification of each test sample takes about 5.6 ms.
4.2. CAD shape retrieval
Dataset and feature generation The retrieval performance of NormalNet is also
evaluated on ModelNet40. The features are generated from the layer-wise CSNs with330
20-rotation input, which achieves the best classification accuracy in Table 3. The
activations of the two fc4 layers are concatenated to form a vector, and the vectors












TTable 4: Classification accuracy of different methods on ModelNet40 and ModelNet10 (abbreviated as MN40
and MN10 respectively). The accuracy is averaged over classes. RT = randomized kd-trees, TA = translation
augmentation, SA = anisotropic scaling augmentation.
accuracy
method input pre-train size augmentation
MN40 MN10
PointNet [38] volumetric - 80M - - 77.6%
3DShapeNets [4] volumetric MN40 38M 12 rot. 77.3% 83.5%
VoxNet [13] volumetric - 0.92M 12 rot. 83% 92%
ORION [21] volumetric - 4M 12 rot. - 93.9%
AniProbing [8] volumetric - - 20 ori-pooling 85.6% -
Subvol. Sup. [8] volumetric - 16M 20 ori-pooling 86.0% -
LightNet [25] volumetric MN10 0.3M 12 rot. 88.9% 93.9%
VRN-ensemble [5] volumetric MN40 90M 12&24 rot. 95.5% 97.1%
MVCNN [8] multiview ImageNet VGG-M based 80 views 90.1% -
PANO-ENN [9] multiview - - - 95.6% 96.9%
RotationNet [11] multiview ImageNet VGG-M based 12 views 97.4% 98.5%
FusionNet [6] vol.+mul. ImageNet 118M 60 rot. 90.8% 93.1%
NormalNet (ours) norm.+vol. - 6.5M 20 rot. 88.8% 93.1%
Kd-network [27] points - - RT+TA+SA 88.5% 93.5%
PointCNN [30] points - 0.45M random sample 91.7% -













Table 5: Retrieval performance of different methods on ModelNet40 measured in terms of mAP.
method mAP






Figure 7: Precision-recall curves of different methods on ModelNet40.
φ ∈ R1024. A projection matrix W is trained to reduce the dimensionality to p = 64.
For the evaluation, we treat each test sample as a query model and all of the samples in335
the test set as the target retrieval database. Note that the first retrieved model is always
the query model itself.
Performance and comparison The retrieval performance is measured via mean
average precision (mAP) and precision-recall (P-R) curve. The comparison between
our method and state-of-the-art methods in terms of mAP is shown in Table 5, and the340
P-R curves of the methods are shown in Figure 7. The curves of the compared methods













Figure 8: Examples of labeled point clouds in Sydney Urban Objects Dataset (top) and the corresponding
normal vectors (bottom). From left to right: traffic light, car, and bus.
performance of our method is worse than PANORAMA-ENN [9], while better than
other compared methods.
Effect of projection We test different values of p from 32 to 192 with interval 32,345
and we find that p = 64 achieves the highest mAP. However, the change of mAP for
different values of p is less than 1%. It is worth noting that without the projection, the
mAP is only 66.9%. The projection improves the mAP by about 17% and reduces the
dimensionality of the descriptors to 1/16. We also calculate the ratio between the average
intra-class distance and the average inter-class distance before and after projection. For350
the training set, these two ratios are 0.551 and 0.350, and for the test set, 0.573 and
0.437, respectively.
4.3. Point cloud object classification
Dataset and network settings The experiment is conducted on the Sydney Urban
Objects Dataset,2 which contains labeled Velodyne scans of 631 objects of 26 categories.355
The sizes of the objects range from one meter to dozens of meters. In the voxelization
process, there is a tradeoff between retaining the overall shape and capturing sufficient
spatial details. In [13], two voxel sizes (0.1m and 0.2m) are used to construct a multi-
resolution VoxNet. We test several values and empirically select a voxel size of 0.3m.
We cut a (9m)3 cube from the point cloud that contains the maximum number of points,360
and voxelize it to 303 occupancy grid (see Figure 8 for examples). We use N-net with


















multi-resolution VoxNet [13] 0.73
NormalNet (ours) 0.74
ORION Fusion [21] 0.78
LightNet [25] 0.80
N3 = (18, 36, 72, 96). Following [13], we use 18 rotations around the z-axis for data
augmentation. Dropout is not applied.
Performance and comparison We follow the protocol employed by the dataset365
authors, which measures the performance using the average F1 score, weighted by class
support, for a subset of 588 samples in 14 classes over 4 training/test splits. We compare
the performance of different methods in Table 6. Our method achieves an average
F1 of 0.738, marginally better than multi-resolution VoxNet, better than SVM-based
methods [41, 40], while lower than ORION [21] and LightNet [25]. We also tested370
voxel input, which achieves a slightly lower average F1, i.e., 0.729.
5. Conclusion
We present NormalNet, a voxel-based CNN which exploits 3D representations for
object recognition tasks. We use normal vectors as input, and boost the performance of
the network from the aspects of network architecture, data augmentation, and network375
fusion. Our method achieves competitive performance in a series of experiments. The
techniques used in this work can easily be extended to other volumetric CNNs. We use
two reflections in each RCC, and the optimal number of reflections in an RCC module
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